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The MULTI-SOURCE, MULTI-DIMENSIONAL CROSS 
ENTITY, MULTIMEDIA ENCRYPTMATICS DATABASE 
PLATFORM APPARATUSES, METHODS AND SYS 
TEMS (“EXDB) transform data aggregated from various 
computer resources using EXDB components into updated 
entity profiles and/or social graphs. In one implementation, 
the EXDB aggregates data records including search results, 
purchase transaction data, service usage data, service enroll 
ment data, and social data. The EXDB identifies data field 
types within the data records and their associated data values. 
From the data field types and their associated data values, the 
EXDB identifies an entity. The EXDB generates correlations 
of the entity to other entities identifiable from the data field 
types and their associated data values. The EXDB also asso 
ciates attributes to the entity by drawing inferences related to 
the entity from the data field types and their associated data 
values. Using the generated correlations and associated 
attributes, the EXDB generates an updated profile and social 
graph of the entity. The EXDB provides the updated profile 
and social graph for an automated web form filling request. 
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Example: User Service Usage Attributes Data Model 
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MULTI-SOURCE, MULTI-DIMENSIONAL 
CROSS-ENTITY, MULTIMEDIA 

ENCRYPTMATCS DATABASE PLATFORM 
APPARATUSES, METHODS AND SYSTEMS 

0001. This application for letters patent disclosure docu 
ment describes inventive aspects that include various novel 
innovations (hereinafter “disclosure') and contains material 
that is Subject to copyright, mask work, and/or other intellec 
tual property protection. The respective owners of such intel 
lectual property have no objection to the facsimile reproduc 
tion of the disclosure by anyone as it appears in published 
Patent Office file/records, but otherwise reserve all rights. 

PRIORITY CLAIM 

0002 This application is a non-provisional of and claims 
priority under 35 USC SS 119, 120 to: U.S. provisional patent 
application Ser. No. 61/594,063 filed Feb. 2, 2012, entitled 
“CENTRALIZED PERSONAL INFORMATION PLAT 
FORM APPARATUSES, METHODS AND SYSTEMS, 
attorney docket no. P-42185PRVIVISA-122/01 US, and U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 13/520,481 filed Jul. 3, 2012, 
entitled “Universal Electronic Payment Apparatuses, Meth 
ods and Systems, attorney docket no. P-42051US02120270 
136US. 
0003. This application hereby claims priority under 35 
U.S.C. S365, 371 to PCT application no. PCT/US 13/24538 
filed Feb. 2, 2013, entitled “MULTI-SOURCE, MULTI-DI 
MENSIONAL CROSS-ENTITY, MULTIMEDIA DATA 
BASE PLATFORM APPARATUSES, METHODS AND 
SYSTEMS, attorney docket no. P-42185WO01IVISA-122/ 
O1 WO. 
0004. The entire contents of the aforementioned applica 

tion(s) are expressly incorporated by reference herein. 

FIELD 

0005. The present innovations generally address appara 
tuses, methods and systems for consumer data management 
and analytics, and more particularly, include MULTI 
SOURCE, MULTI-DIMENSIONAL CROSS-ENTITY, 
MULTIMEDIA ENCRYPTMATICS DATABASE PLAT 
FORM APPARATUSES, METHODS AND SYSTEMS 
(“EXDB). 
0006. However, in order to develop a readers understand 
ing of the innovations, disclosures have been compiled into a 
single description to illustrate and clarify how aspects of these 
innovations operate independently, interoperate as between 
individual innovations, and/or cooperate collectively. The 
application goes on to further describe the interrelations and 
synergies as between the various innovations; all of which is 
to further compliance with 35 U.S.C. S 112. 

BACKGROUND 

0007. Many people share information through online 
Social media streams using various communication devices or 
applications. Moreover, consumers may access online stores 
using the Internet on a computer or mobile device to make 
purchases from various service providers or merchants. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0008. The accompanying appendices and/or drawings 
illustrate various non-limiting, example, innovative aspects in 
accordance with the present descriptions: 
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0009 FIG. 1 shows a block diagram illustrating example 
aspects of a centralized personal information platform in 
some embodiments of the EXDB; 
0010 FIGS. 2A-F show block diagrams illustrating 
example aspects of data models within a centralized personal 
information platform in some embodiments of the EXDB; 
0011 FIG. 3 shows a block diagram illustrating example 
EXDB component configurations in some embodiments of 
the EXDB; 
0012 FIG. 4 shows a data flow diagram illustrating an 
example search result aggregation procedure in some 
embodiments of the EXDB; 
0013 FIG. 5 shows a logic flow diagram illustrating 
example aspects of aggregating search results in some 
embodiments of the EXDB, e.g., a Search Results Aggrega 
tion (“SRA) component 500: 
0014 FIGS. 6A-D show data flow diagrams illustrating an 
example card-based transaction execution procedure in some 
embodiments of the EXDB; 
0015 FIGS. 7A-E show logic flow diagrams illustrating 
example aspects of card-based transaction execution, result 
ing in generation of card-based transaction data and service 
usage data, in Some embodiments of the EXDB, e.g., a Card 
Based Transaction Execution (“CTE) component 700; 
0016 FIG. 8 shows a data flow diagram illustrating an 
example procedure to aggregate card-based transaction data 
in some embodiments of the EXDB; 
0017 FIG. 9 shows a logic flow diagram illustrating 
example aspects of aggregating card-based transaction data 
in some embodiments of the EXDB, e.g., a Transaction Data 
Aggregation (“TDA) component 900; 
0018 FIG. 10 shows a data flow diagram illustrating an 
example social data aggregation procedure in some embodi 
ments of the EXDB; 
0019 FIG. 11 shows a logic flow diagram illustrating 
example aspects of aggregating Social data in some embodi 
ments of the EXDB, e.g., a Social Data Aggregation (“SDA) 
component 1100: 
0020 FIG. 12 shows a data flow diagram illustrating an 
example procedure for enrollment in value-add services in 
some embodiments of the EXDB; 
0021 FIG. 13 shows a logic flow diagram illustrating 
example aspects of Social network payment authentication 
enrollment in some embodiments of the EXDB, e.g., a Value 
Add Service Enrollment (“VASE) component 1300; 
0022 FIGS. 14A-B show flow diagrams illustrating 
example aspects of normalizing aggregated search, enrolled, 
service usage, transaction and/or other aggregated data into a 
standardized data format in some embodiments of the EXDB, 
e.g., a Aggregated Data Record Normalization (ADRN) 
component 1400; 
0023 FIG. 15 shows a logic flow diagram illustrating 
example aspects of recognizing data fields in normalized 
aggregated data records in some embodiments of the EXDB, 
e.g., a Data Field Recognition (“DFR) component 1500; 
0024 FIG. 16 shows a logic flow diagram illustrating 
example aspects of classifying entity types in some embodi 
ments of the EXDB, e.g., an Entity Type Classification 
(“ETC) component 1600; 
0025 FIG. 17 shows a logic flow diagram illustrating 
example aspects of identifying cross-entity correlation in 
some embodiments of the EXDB, e.g., a Cross-Entity Corre 
lation (“CEC’) component 1700; 
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0026 FIG. 18 shows a logic flow diagram illustrating 
example aspects of associating attributes to entities in some 
embodiments of the EXDB, e.g., an Entity Attribute Associa 
tion (“EAA) component 1800; 
0027 FIG. 19 shows a logic flow diagram illustrating 
example aspects of updating entity profile-graphs in some 
embodiments of the EXDB, e.g., an Entity Profile-Graph 
Updating (“EPGU) component 1900; 
0028 FIG. 20 shows a logic flow diagram illustrating 
example aspects of generating search terms for profile-graph 
updating in Some embodiments of the EXDB, e.g., a Search 
Term Generation (“STG) component 2000; 
0029 FIGS. 21 A-E show user interface diagrams illustrat 
ing example features of user interfaces for an electronic vir 
tual wallet in some embodiments of the EXDB; 
0030 FIG.22 shows a block diagram illustrating example 
aspects of a merchant analytics platform in some embodi 
ments of the EXDB; 
0031 FIGS. 23A-B show data flow diagrams illustrating 
an example procedure to provide a user and/or merchant 
offers for products, services and/or the like, using user behav 
ior patterns derived from card-based transaction data in some 
embodiments of the EXDB; 
0032 FIG. 24 shows a logic flow diagram illustrating 
example aspects of providing a user and/or merchant offers 
for products, services and/or the like, using user behavior 
patterns derived from card-based transaction data in some 
embodiments of the EXDB, e.g., a Merchant Analytics 
(“MA') component; 
0033 FIG. 25 shows a logic flow diagram illustrating 
example aspects of generating a user behavior pattern analy 
sis in some embodiments of the EXDB, e.g., a User Behav 
ioral Pattern Analytics (“UBPA) component; 
0034 FIG. 26 shows a logic flow diagram illustrating 
example aspects of identifying user behavioral patterns from 
aggregated card-based transaction data in Some embodiments 
of the EXDB, e.g., a User Pattern Identification (“UPI) com 
ponent; 
0035 FIGS. 27A-B show block diagrams illustrating 
example aspects of merchant analytics in a second set of 
embodiments of the EXDB; 
0036 FIGS. 28A-C show data flow diagrams illustrating 
an example procedure for econometrical analysis of a pro 
posed investment strategy based on card-based transaction 
data in some embodiments of the EXDB; 
0037 FIG. 29 shows a logic flow diagram illustrating 
example aspects of normalizing raw card-based transaction 
data into a standardized data format in some embodiments of 
the EXDB, e.g., a Transaction Data Normalization (“TDN) 
component; 
0038 FIG. 30 shows a logic flow diagram illustrating 
example aspects of generating classification labels for card 
based transactions in some embodiments of the EXDB, e.g., 
a Card-Based Transaction Classification (“CTC) compo 
nent; 
0039 FIG. 31 shows a logic flow diagram illustrating 
example aspects of filtering card-based transaction data for 
econometrical investment strategy analysis in Some embodi 
ments of the EXDB, e.g., a Transaction Data Filtering 
("TDF") component; 
0040 FIG. 32 shows a logic flow diagram illustrating 
example aspects of anonymizing consumer data from card 
based transactions for econometrical investment strategy 
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analysis in some embodiments of the EXDB, e.g., a Con 
Sumer Data Anonymization (“CDA) component; 
0041 FIGS. 33A-B show logic flow diagrams illustrating 
example aspects of econometrically analyzing a proposed 
investment strategy based on card-based transaction data in 
some embodiments of the EXDB, e.g., an Econometrical 
Strategy Analysis (“ESA) component; 
0042 FIG. 34 shows a logic flow diagram illustrating 
example aspects of reporting business analytics derived from 
an econometrical analysis based on card-based transaction 
data in some embodiments of the EXDB, e.g., a Business 
Analytics Reporting (“BAR) component; 
0043 FIG. 35 shows a logic flow diagram illustrating 
example aspects of sharing an analytical model generated 
using data acquired using the centralized personal informa 
tion platform in some embodiments of the EXDB, e.g., an 
Analytical Model Sharing (AMS) component; 
0044 FIG. 36 shows a logic flow diagram illustrating 
example aspects of a metadatabased interpretation engine of 
the EXDB that generates standardized encryptimatics XML 
from structured data obtained from various sources via the 
centralized personal information platform, e.g., an Encrypt 
matics XML Converter (“EXC) component; 
0045 FIG. 37 shows a data flow diagram illustrating an 
example email data aggregation procedure, in one embodi 
ment of the EXDB; 
0046 FIG. 38 shows a block diagram illustrating an 
example distributed linking node mesh, in one embodiment 
of the EXDB; 
0047 FIGS. 39A-F show a block diagram illustrating an 
example distributed linking node mesh search, in one 
embodiment of the EXDB; 
0048 FIGS. 40A-C show a block diagram illustrating an 
example distributed linking node mesh index creation, in one 
embodiment of the EXDB; 
0049 FIG. 41 shows a logic flow illustrating an example 
Encryptimatics XML Converter component, in one embodi 
ment of the EXDB; 
0050 FIG. 42 shows a logic flow illustrating input lan 
guage loading by an Encryptimatics XML Converter compo 
nent, in one embodiment of the EXDB; 
0051 FIGS. 43A-B show a logic flow illustrating input 
model conversion by an Encryptmatics XML Converter com 
ponent, in one embodiment of the EXDB; 
0.052 FIG. 44 shows a block diagram illustrating aspects 
of a tumblar data source manipulation/anonymization com 
ponent, e.g., a TDS component, in one embodiment of the 
EXDB; 
0053 FIG. 45 shows a logic flow diagram illustrating an 
example tumblar data source manipulation/anonymization 
component, in one embodiment of the EXDB; 
0054 FIG. 46 shows an example data flow illustrating 
mesh aggregation and cluster querying, in one embodiment of 
a EXDB; 
0055 FIG. 47 shows an example logic flow illustrating 
cluster response analysis and transaction triggering, in one 
embodiment of a EXDB; 
0056 FIG. 48A-C illustrate an example EXDB applica 
tion embodiment, in one embodiment of the EXDB; and 
0057 FIG. 49 shows a block diagram illustrating embodi 
ments of a EXDB controller. 
0058. The leading number of each reference number 
within the drawings indicates the figure in which that refer 
ence number is introduced and/or detailed. As such, a detailed 
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discussion of reference number 101 would be found and/or 
introduced in FIG.1. Reference number 201 is introduced in 
FIG. 2, etc. The leading number of each reference number 
within the drawings indicates the figure in which that refer 
ence numberis introduced and/or detailed. As such, a detailed 
discussion of reference number 101 would be found and/or 
introduced in FIG.1. Reference number 201 is introduced in 
FIG. 2, etc. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

EXDB 

0059. The MULTI-SOURCE, MULTI-DIMENSIONAL, 
CROSS-ENTITY, MULTIMEDIA ENCRYPTMATICS 
DATABASE PLATFORM APPARATUSES, METHODS 
AND SYSTEMS (hereinafter “EXDB) transform data 
aggregated from various computer resources, via EXDB 
components, into updated entity profiles, Social graphs and/or 
investment recommendations. The EXDB components, in 
various embodiments, implement advantageous features as 
set forth below. 

Centralized Personal Information Platform 

0060 FIG. 1 shows a block diagram illustrating example 
aspects of a centralized personal information platform in 
some embodiments of the EXDB. In various scenarios, origi 
nators 111 such as merchants nib, consumers 111c (includ 
ing, e.g., Social networking sites), account issuers, acquirers 
ma, and/or the like, desire to utilize information from pay 
ment network systems for enabling various features for con 
Sumers, and may provide input for the generation of a cen 
tralized personal information platform. 
0061 For all of the input types (e.g., consumer transac 
tions nib, social network interactions 111d (e.g., emails, 
reviews, text posts, photos, audio/video/multimedia, conver 
sations, chats, etc.), financial institution activity ma (e.g., 
acquirers, authorizations, denials, issuers, fraud detection, 
etc.), merchant activities nib (e.g., offers, coupons, redemp 
tions, etc.), and/or the like, the mesh server 105 may aggre 
gate and store such inputs in consolidated database 104b. 
0062. The mesh server aggregation may be achieved by 
obtaining a feed of financial transactions (e.g., if the mesh 
server is also a pay network server), by obtaining complete 
feed access (e.g., firehose feeds), from Social networks (e.g., 
Facebook, Twitter, etc.), using publically available data APIs 
(e.g., Google search API), and/or the like. 
0063. In one embodiment, the feeds may be obtained via 
high-bandwidth network connections. An example of the 
high-bandwidth network connections may include multiple 
optical fiber connections to an Internet backplane Such as the 
multinational Equinix Exchange, New York International 
Internet eXchange (e.g., “NYIIX'), and/or the like. 
0064. The obtained feeds may be stored in fast storage 
array servers for processing or access by other processing 
servers. Examples of the fast storage array servers may 
include server blades such as those manufactured by Dell 
Computer (e.g., Dell model M820, M620, and/or the like), 
having multiple RAID fast SSD drives of type SAS with 
memory cache of type L1, L2, L3, and/or the like. In another 
embodiment, the feeds may be stored in a public cloud stor 
age service (e.g., Amazon S3, and/or the like) or private cloud 
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(e.g., OpenStack Storage object and/or OpenStack Storage 
block storage running on servers such as those described 
above). 
0065. In one embodiment, the fast storage servers may 
employ a distributed file system that provides high-through 
put access to stored data. Example file systems suitable for 
this purpose may include the Hadoop Distributed File System 
(e.g., “HDFS), Google BigTable, and/or the like. The file 
system may be implemented Substantially as a key/value store 
or, in other embodiments, as a structured file system contain 
ing directories and files. In some embodiments, a hybrid 
key/value structured file system may be used in order to 
utilize the capabilities of both a key/value store and a struc 
tured file system. In one embodiment, the fast storage array 
servers may be connected to one or mesh servers (e.g., 105) 
for feed processing. 
0066. In one embodiment, the mesh servers (e.g., 105) 
may be server blades such as those described above. In 
another embodiment, the servers may be virtualized and run 
ning on a private virtualization platform such as VMWare 
ESXi, Xen, OpenStack Compute and/or the like. In still other 
embodiments, the servers may be virtualized using a publi 
cally available cloud service Such as Amazon EC2 (e.g., via 
an Amazon Machine Image/AMI, and/or the like) or Rack 
space (e.g., by providing a machine image such as a VDI or 
OVA file suitable for creating a virtualized machine). 
0067. The mesh server may generate dictionary short code 
words for every type of input and associate with that short 
word with the input (e.g., a MD5 hash, etc. may generate a 
short word for every type of input, where the resulting short 
code is unique to each input). This short code to actual data 
input association, when aggregated, may form the basis of a 
mesh dictionary. An example of mesh dictionary entry Sub 
stantially in the following form of XML is: 

type: email, 
category: cat1: “food, cat2: "dinner, 
from addr: Iohn..doe(agmail.com, 
to addr: Iane.doecogmail.com, 
Subject: “Korean BBQ this weekend?”, 
dictionary keywords: “Korean, dinner, nyc, 
content hash: “7m865323476feeaniiji'} 

<dictionary entry> 

0068 Segmented portions, complete dictionaries, and/or 
updates thereto, may thus be sent en masse to mesh analytics 
clone servers; for example, Such update may be done at off 
network peak hours set to occur at dynamically and/or at set 
intervals. This allows the analytics servers to perform analyt 
ics operations, and it allows those analytics servers to operate 
on short codes even without the full underlying backend data 
being available. In so doing, dictionaries may be analyised 
using less space than the full underlying raw data would 
require. Additionally, dictionaries may be distributed 
between multiple servers. In one embodiment, the dictionar 
ies are replicated across multiple servers and, periodically, 
synchronized. In one embodiment, any inconstancies in dis 
tributed and/or separated dictionaries may be reconciled 
using demarcation protocol and/or controlled inconsistency 
reconciliation for replicated data (see D. Barbara H. Garcia 
Molina, The case for controlled inconsistency in replicated 
data.” Proc. of the Workshop on Management of Replicated 
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Data, Houston,Tex., November 1990; D. Barbara H. Garcia 
Molina, The demarcation protocol a technique for maintain 
ing arithmetic constraints in distributed database systems, 
CS-TR-320-91, Princeton University, April 1991; the con 
tents of both which are herein expressly incorporated by 
reference). In one embodiment, dictionaries may defer any 
analytic operations that require the backend data until when 
the caching of the dictionary is complete. It should be noted 
that throughout this disclosure, reference is made to "pay 
ment network server” or “pay network server.” It should be 
understood that Such server may incorporate mesh servers, 
and it also contemplates that such mesh servers may include 
a network of mesh analytics clone servers, clustering node 
servers, clustering servers, and/or the like. 
0069. Features that entities may desire include application 
services 112 such as alerts 112a, offers 112C, money trans 
fers 112m, fraud detection 112b, and/or the like. In some 
embodiments of the EXDB, such originators may request 
data to enable application services from a common, secure, 
centralized information platform including a consolidated, 
cross-entity profile-graph database 101. For example, the 
originators may submit complex queries to the EXDB in a 
structure format, such as the example below. In this example, 
the query includes a query to determine a location (e.g., of a 
user), determine the weather associated with the location, 
perform analyses on the weather data, and provide an 
exploded graphical view of the results of the analysis: 

<int 
Model id=1 
environment type="RT 
meta data="../fModelstrobotExample.meta' 
tumblar location="../fModels, robotExample.tumblar location' 
input format="JSON” 
pmmls=AUTONOMOUS AGENTS.PMML 
Model type = AUTONOMOUS AGENTS 

> 

<vault > 
<door:LOCATION 

<lock name="DETERMINE LOCATION 
inkey=“INPUT” inkeyname="lat' 
inkey2=“INPUT” inkey name2="long 
function=ROUND 
fnct1-prec="-2 
function-1="JOIN 
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-continued 

fnct2-delim=": 
tumblar="LAT LONG.Key 
outkey="TEMP out key name="location 
type="STRING 

<lock name=DETERMINE WEATHER 
inkey="TEMP inkeyname="location 
mesh-MESHRTRECENTWEATHER 
mesh-query=HASH 
outkey="TEMP outkeyname="WEATHERDATA 
type=''ARRAY 

<lock name="EXPLODE DATA 
inkey="TEMP inkeyname="WEATHERDATA 
function=EXPLODE 
fnct-delim=": 
Outkey="MODELDATA Outkeystartindex=1 

<lock name="USER SETTINGS’ 
inkey="INPUT” inkeyname="USERID 
mesh-MESHRTAUTONOMOUSAGENTSETTINGS 
mesh-query=HASH 
outkey="TEMP outkeyname="USERSETTINGS’ 
type=''ARRAY 

f> 
<lock name="EXPLODE USER 

inkey="TEMP inkeyname="USERSETTINGS’ 
function=EXPLODE 
fnct-delim=": 
Outkey="USERDATA Outkeystartindex=1 

f> 
<lock name="RUNMODELE 

inkey="MODELDATA 
inkey1=*USERDATA 
function=TREE 
fnc-pmml=''AUTONOMOUS AGENTS.PMML 
outkey=“OUTPUT outkeyname="WEATHER 
type="NUMERIC 

f> 
<door> 
<vault 

0070 A non-limiting, example listing of data that the 
EXDB may return based on a query is provided below. In this 
example, a user may log into a website via a computing 
device. The computing device may provide a IP address, and 
a timestamp to the EXDB. In response, the EXDB may iden 
tify a profile of the user from its database, and based on the 
profile, return potential merchants for offers or coupons: 

--- Use Case 3 ------------------- 
-- User log into a website 
-- Only IP address, GMT and day of week is passed to Mesh 
-- Mesh matches profile based on Affinity Group 
-- Mesh returns potential Merchants for offers or coupons based 
on tempory model using Suppression rules 

-- Test case 1 IP:24:227:206 Hour:9 Day:3 
-- Test case 2 IP:148:181:75 Hour:4 Day:5 

Look up test case 1 
Ordered Dict((ISACTIVE, True), (“ENTITY KEY, 
24:227:206:3:1), (XML, None), (AFFINITYGROUPNAME, 
24:227:206:3:1), (DESCRIPTION, None), (TYPEOF, None), 
(UUID, 5f3df)70b9ff11e09ab927Ocf67eca90)), 
Ordered Dict((ISACTIVE, True), (BASEUUID, 
'4fbea327b.9ff11e094.f433b5d7c45677), (TOKENENTITY KEY, 
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FINISHLINE 
WALMARTCENTRAL 
BESNINTERLARGOS 

PARCLOJASCOLOMBO 
SHOPTIMEINTER 

BEDBATHEBEYOND 
MACYSWEST 

PARCRIACHUELOFILIAL 
JCPENNEYCORPINC 

PARCLOJASRENNERFL 
PARCPAQUETAESPORTES 

MARISAL 
PARCLEADERMAGAZINE 

NTERFLORA 
DECATHLON 

PERNAMBUCANASFL 
KARSTADTDE 

PARCCEAMCO 
CHAMPS 

ACCESSORIZE 
BLOOMINGDALESDVRS 

PARCLIVRARIACULTURA 
PARCCEALOJA 

ARQUIBANCADA 
KITBAG 

FREDERICKSOFHLWD 
WALMART 

PARCLOASINSINUANTE 
WALMARTCONTAGEM 

FOOTLOCKER 
PARCSANTALOLLA 
RICARDOELETRO 
PARCPONTOFRIO 

DOTPAYPLPOLSKA 
CAMICADO 
KARSTADT 

PARCRAMSONS 
PARCGREGORY 
GREMIOFBPA 
WALMARTSJC 

PRODIRECTSOCCERLTD 
LAVIEENROSE 

PARCMARISAL 
ORDERS 

PARCNSNNATALNORTE 
LOJASINSINUANTE 

B 
CITYCOUNTY 

WALMARTPACAEMBU 
SOHO 

WALMARTOSASCO 
FOSSILSTORESINC 

MENARDSCLIO 
PARCPEQUENTE 

BEALLS 
THEHOMEDEPOT 

VIAMLA 
PARCLOJASRLACHUELO 

PARCLOJASMILANO 
NORDSTROM 

WAILANACOFFEEEHOUSE 
LANCHOEBELLA 

PUKET 
WALMARTSTORESINC 

PARCPERNAMBUCANASFL 
SMARTSHOPPER 

PARCMAGAZINELUIZASP 
COLUMBIASPORTSWEARCO 

BARELANCESTADA 
DONATEEBAY 

PARCRICARDOELETRO 
PARCDISANTINNI 

SCHUHCOUK 
CEANOR 

PARCCAMICADO 
PARCCENTAUROCE 
PARCMARLUIJOIAS 

H 
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-continued 

ALBADAH 
MARTINEZ 

MONEYBOOKERSLTD 
MACYS 

PARCRIOCENTER 
PARCCASASBAHIA 

PARCSUBMARINOLOJA 
INC 

SUBMARINOLOJA 
LOJASRENNERFL 

RIACHUELOFILIAL 
PARCSONHODOSPES 

PINKBITU 
PARCCEAMRB 

- Temporary model Output 
-- For Use Case 2 ----------- 

-- Number of Nodes:3 
KITBAG 

COLUMBIASPORTSWEARCO 
GREMIOFBPA 

0071. In some embodiments, the EXDB may provide 
access to information on a need-to-know basis to ensure the 
security of data of entities on which the EXDB stores infor 
mation. Thus, in Some embodiments, access to information 
from the centralized platform may be restricted based on the 
originator as well as application services for which the data is 
requested. In some embodiments, the EXDB may thus allow 
a variety of flexible application services to be built on a 
common database infrastructure, while preserving the integ 
rity, security, and accuracy of entity data. In some implemen 
tations, the EXDB may generate, update, maintain, store and/ 
or provide profile information on entities, as well as a social 
graph that maintains and updates interrelationships between 
each of the entities stored within the EXDB. For example, the 
EXDB may store profile information on an issuer bank 102a 
(see profile 103a), a acquirer bank 102b (see profile 103b), a 
consumer 102C (see profile 103c), a user 102d (see profile 
103d), a merchant 102e (see profile 103e), a second merchant 
102f (see profile 1030. The EXDB may also store relation 
ships between such entities. For example, the EXDB may 
store information on a relationship of the issuer bank 102a to 
the consumer 102C shopping at merchant 102e, who in turn 
may be related to user 102d, who might bank at the back 102b 
that serves as acquirer for merchant 102f. 
0072 FIGS. 2A-F show block diagrams illustrating 
example aspects of data models within a centralized personal 
information platform in some embodiments of the EXDB. In 
various embodiments, the EXDB may store a variety of 
attributes of entities according to various data models. A few 
non-limiting example data models are provided below. In 
some embodiments, the EXDB may store user profile 
attributes. For example, a user profile model may store user 
identifying information 201, user aliases 202, email 
addresses 203, phone numbers 204, addresses 205, email 
address types 206, address types 207, user alias types 208, 
notification statuses 209, ISO country 210, phone number 
types 211, contract information with the EXDB 212, user 
authorization status 213, user profile status 214, security 
answer 215, security questions 216, language 217, time Zone 
218, and/or the like, each of the above field types including 
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one or more fields and field values. As another example, a user 
financial attributes model may store user identifying infor 
mation 220, user financial account information 221, account 
contract information 222, user financial account role 223, 
financial account type 224, financial account identifying 
information 225, contract information 226, financial account 
validation 227, financial account validation type 228, and/or 
the like. As another example, a user payment card attributes 
data model may include field types such s, but not limited to: 
user identifying information 230, user financial account 
information 231, user financial account role 232, account 
consumer applications 233, user consumer application 234, 
financial account type 235, financial account validation type 
236, financial account information 237, consumer applica 
tion information 238, consumer application provider infor 
mation 239, and/or the like. As another example, a user ser 
vices attributes data model may include field types such as, 
but not limited to: user identifying information 240, user alias 
241, consumer application user alias status 242, user alias 
status 243, status change reason code 244, user contract 245. 
contract information 246, user service attribute value 247, 
consumer application attributes 248, account service attribute 
value, account contract 250, user profile status 261, contract 
business role 252, contract business 253, client information 
254, contract role 255, consumer application 256, user activ 
ity audit 257, login results 258, and/or the like. As another 
example, a user services usage attributes data model may 
include field types such as, but not limited to: user identifying 
information 260, user alias 261, consumer application user 
alias status 262, status change reason code 263, user alias 
status 264, user consumer application 265, user login audit 
266, login result 267, account service attribute value 268, 
account consumer application 269, consumer application 
270, consumer application provider 271, login result 272, 
and/or the like. As another example, a user graph attributes 
data model may include field types such as, but not limited to: 
user identifying information 280, user contact 281, consumer 
application user alias status 282, relationship 283, and/or the 
like. In some embodiments, the EXDB may store each object 
(e.g., user, merchant, issuer, acquirer, IP address, household, 
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etc.) as a node in graph database, and store data with respect 
to each node in a format Such as the example format provided 
below 

<Nodes Data 
ID.Nodes.Label 

MERC 
2fc7e3 
AFFIN 

MERC 
2cfcba c1 
USERNAME:00006OFF6557F103 

TYGROUPNAME:49:95:0:1:1 

M O D E 

MODE 
3 

3 2 b44 6 3 8 b 1 C 

e 6 3 8 1 e 3 b C 

E:MODEL 003 001 00 

LNAME:MODEL 002 001 00 

C 

HANTNAME: MERCH 
C 

HANTNAME: MERCH 

MERCHANTNAME: MERCHANT 456 

AFFINITYGROUPNAME:49:95:0:2:1 
b 

b 

MERCHANTNAME: MERCHANT WER 

MERC 

MERC 
<Edge DataSource,Target,Type, label, Weight 
32ce84febd1c11eObO112557fb829fdf.2e6381e6bd 
MODE 
2fc7e3 
MODE 
OOO 

MODE 

MODE 

HANTNAME: MERCH 

HANTNAME: MERCH 

ANT 496 
c11e0941dc929aS4bbOfd 
ANT SDF 
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MODEL 003 001 00,2b8494 

MODEL 003 001 00,2b8494 
OOO 

MODEL 003 001 00,2b8494 
OOO 

MODEL 003 001 00,2b8494 
2cfö81b8bd1c11e08be85de4f.928 
MODEL 003 001 00,2b8494 
OOO 

0073 

-continued 

11 

In alternate examples, the EXDB may store data in 
a JavaScript Object Notation (“JSON”) format. The stored 
information may include data regarding the object, such as, 
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but not limited to: commands, attributes, group information, 
payment information, account information, etc., Such as in 
the example below: 

MERCHANT: TYPEOFTYPES: MERCHANTS, SYNTHETICNETWORKS), 
FUNCTIONS: {ENTITYCREATION: putNetwork} 
UNIQUEATTIB UTES: 'MERCHANTNAME), 
TOKENENTITIESRELATIONSHIPS: I ), ATTRIBUTES: 'MERCHANT: (2, 
STRING, O, VALUE), MERCH ZIP CD: (7, STRING, O, VALUE), 
MERCH NAME : (8, STRING, O, VALUE), MERCHANTNAME: (3, 
STRING, O, VALUE), ACQ CTRY NUM: (4, STRING, O, VALUE), 
ACQ 
STRING, O, VA 
ENTITYKEY: (1 

LUE), ISACTIVE: (0, BOOL, 
, STRING, O, VALUE)} 

PCR: (6, STRING, O, VALUE), ACQ REGION NUM: (5, 
, VALUE), 

AFFINITYGROUP: {TYPEOFTYPES: AFFINITYGROUPS), 
FUNCTIONS: { 
UNIQUEATTIB 

ENTITYCREATION: putNetwork 
UTES: AFFINITYGROUPNAME), 

TOKENENTITIESRELATIONSHIPS: I ), ATTRIBUTES: XML: (2, 
STRING, O, VALUE), DESCRIPTION: (4, STRING, O, VALUE), 
ENTITYKEY: (1 , STRING, O, VALUE), TYPEOF: (5, STRING, 
0, VALUE), AFFINITYGROUPNAME: (3, STRING, O, VALUE), 
ISACTIVE: (0, BOOL, 1, VALUE)} 

CASCADINGPAYMENT: TYPEOFTYPES: CASCADINGPAYMENT), 
FUNCTIONS: { 

, UNIQUEATTIB 
TOKENENTITIESRELATIONSHIPS: “GROUP), 

ENTITYCREATION: putNetwork 
UTES: CASCADINGPAYMENTNAME), 

ATTRIBUTES: STATUS: 
(2, STRING, O, VALUE), EXPDT; (6, DATETIME, O, VALUE), 
GROUP:(3, STRING, O, VALUE), RESTRICT ONS: (7, DICT, 
0, VALUE), CASCADINGPAYMENTNAME: (4, STRING, O, VALUE), 
STARTDT: (5, DATETIME, O, VALUE), ISACTIVE: (0, BOOL, 
1, VALUE), ENTITY KEY: (1, STRING, 0, VALUE)} 

GROUP: TYPEOFTYPES: , FUNCTIONS: 
putNetwork 
, UNIQUEATTIB 
{ } 
ATTRIBUTES: 
DESCRIPTION: 

UTES: GROUPNAME, TOK 

{GROUPNAME: (2, STRING, 

1, VALUE), ENTITYKEY: (1, STRING, O, VA 

USERS: TYP 

ATTRIBUTES: 

EOFTYPES: ), FUNCTIONS: 

{ENTITYCREATION: 

ENENTITIESRELATIONSHIPS: 

0, VALUE), 
(2, STRING, O, VALUE), ISACTIVE: (0, BOOL, 

{ENTITYCREATION: 

UTES: USERSID), TOKENENTITIESRELATIONSHIPS: 

{*USERSID: (2, STRING, O, VALUE), 
ISACTIVE: (0, BOOL, 1, VALUE), ENTITYKEY: (1, STRING, 
0, VALUE)} 

TWITTERUSER: TYPEOFTYPES: TOKENENTITY, FUNCTIONS: 
{ENTITYCREAT ION: putWGTNetwork 
, UNIQUEATTIBUTES: USERNAME, TOKENENTITIESRELATIONSHIPS: 
*USER), ATTRIBUTES: {*USERNAME: (2, STRING, 0, VALUE), 
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-continued 

CITY: (5, STRING, O, VALUE), ENTITYKEY: (1, STRING, O, 
VALUE), USERLINK: (6, STRING, O, VALUE), "FULLNAME: (4, 
STRING, O, VALUE), USERTAG: (3, STRING, O, VALUE), 
ISACTIVE: (0, BOOL, 1, VALUE)} 

COUPON: TYPEOFTYPES: COUPON), FUNCTIONS: 
{ENTITYCREATION: putNetwork 
, UNIQUEATTIBUTES: COUPONNAME), 
TOKENENTITIESRELATIONSHIPS: 'MERCHANT, ATTRIBUTES: 
{STATUS: (2, STRING, 0, VALUE), MERCHANT: (3, STRING, 
0, VALUE), TITLE: (5, STRING, O, VALUE), “NOTES: (7, 
STRING, O, VALUE), UPDATEDBY: (11, STRING, O, VALUE), 
ENTITYKEY: (1, STRING, O, VALUE), DECRIPTION: (6, 
STRING, O, VALUE), CREATEDBY: (10, STRING, O, VALUE) 

, LASTUPDATEDT: (9, DATETIME, O, VALUE), EXPDT: (13, 
DATETIME, O, VALUE), RESTRICTIONS: (14, DICT, O, 
VALUE), “COUPONNAME: (4, STRING, O, VALUE), CREATIONDT: 
(8, DATETIME, O, VALUE), STARTDT: (12, DATETIME, O, 
VALUE), ISACTIVE: (0, BOOL, 1, VALUE)} 

MEMBERSHIP: TYPEOFTYPES: MEMBERSHIPS), FUNCTIONS: 
{ENTITYCREATION: putNetwork 
, UNIQUEATTIBUTES: MEMBERSHIPNAME), 
TOKENENTITIESRELATIONSHIPS: 'MERCHANT, ATTRIBUTES: 
{STATUS: (2, STRING, 0, VALUE), MERCHANT: (3, STRING, 
0, VALUE), RESTRICTIONS: (7, DICT, O, VALUE), 
MEMBERSHIPNAME: (4, STRING, O, VALUE), STARTDT: (5, 
DATETIME, O, VALUE), EXPDT : (6, DATETIME, O, VALUE), 
ISACTIVE: (0, BOOL, 1, VALUE), ENTITYKEY: (1, STRING, 
0, VALUE)} 

USERSECURITY: TYPEOFTYPES: SECURITY, FUNCTIONS: 
{ENTITYCREATION: putNetwork 
, UNIQUEATTIBUTES: USERSECURITYNAME), 
TOKENENTITIESRELATIONSHIPS: USER), ATTRIBUTES: STATUS: 
(2, STRING, O, VALUE), EXPDT; (6, DATETIME, O, VALUE), 
*USERSECURITYNAME:(4, STRING, O, VALUE), USER: (3, 
STRING, O, VALUE), RESTRICTIONS: (7, DICT, O, VALUE), 
STARTDT: (5, DATETIME, O, VALUE), ISACTIVE: (0, BOOL, 
1, VALUE), ENTITY KEY: (1, STRING, 0, VALUE)} 

MCC: TYPEOFTYPES: MCC, FUNCTIONS: {ENTITYCREATION: 
putWGTNetwork 

, UNIQUEATTIBUTES: MCCNAME, MCC), 
TOKENENTITIESRELATIONSHIPS: MCCSEG), ATTRIBUTES: 
{MCCSEG:(4, STRING, O, VALUE), MCC: (2, STRING, O, 
VALUE), MCCNAME: (3, STRING, O, VALUE), ISACTIVE: (0, 
“BOOL, 1, VALUE), ENTITY KEY: (1, STRING, 0, VALUE)} 

ZIPCODE: TYPEOFTYPES; LOCATION, FUNCTIONS: 
{ENTITYCREATION: putNetwork 
, UNIQUEATTIBUTES: ZIPCODE, TOKENENTITIESRELATIONSHIPS: 
l, ATTRIBUTES: STATE: (4, STRING, 0, VALUE), 
“POPULATION: (3, STRING, O, VALUE), ZIPCODE: (2, STRING, 
0, VALUE), ISACTIVE: (0, BOOL, 1, VALUE), ENTITYKEY: 
(1, STRING, 0, VALUE)} 

PAYMENTCARD: TYPEOFTYPES: PAYMENTCARDS), FUNCTIONS: 
{ENTITYCREATION: putNetwork 
UNIQUEATTIBUTES: CARDNUMBER), 
TOKENENTITIESRELATIONSHIPS: USER), ATTRIBUTES: EXPDATE: 
(5, DATETIME, O, VALUE), ENTITYKEY: (1, STRING, O, 
VALUE), CARDTYPE:(4, STRING, O, VALUE), CARDNUMBER: 
(2, STRING, O, VALUE), USER: (3, STRING, O, VALUE), 
ISACTIVE: (0, BOOL, 1, VALUE)} 

GENERICTOKEN: TYPEOFTYPES: 'COUPON), FUNCTIONS: 
{ENTITYCREATION: putNetwork 
, UNIQUEATTIBUTES: GENERICTOKENNAME), 
TOKENENTITIESRELATIONSHIPS: 'MERCHANT, ATTRIBUTES: 
{STATUS: (2, STRING, 0, VALUE), MERCHANT: (3, STRING, 
0, VALUE), TITLE: (5, STRING, O, VALUE), “NOTES: (7, 
STRING, O, VALUE), UPDATEDBY: (11, STRING, O, VALUE), 
ENTITYKEY: (1, STRING, O, VALUE), DECRIPTION: (6, 
STRING, O, VALUE), CREATEDBY: (10, STRING, O, VALUE), 
LASTUPDATEDT: (9, DATETIME, O, VALUE), EXPDT : (13, 
DATETIME, O, VALUE), RESTRICTIONS: (14, DICT, O, 
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VALUE), STARTDT: (12, DATETIME, O, VALUE), CREATIONDT: 
(8, DATETIME, O, VALUE), “GENERICTOKENNAME: (4, STRING, O, 
VALUE), ISACTIVE: (0, BOOL, 1, VALUE)} 

USER: TYPEOFTYPES: USERS, SYNTHETICNETWORKS), 
FUNCTIONS: {ENTITYCREATION: putNetwork 
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, UNIQUEATTIBUTES: USERNAME, TOKENENTITIESRELATIONSHIPS: 
*USERS), ATTRIBUTES: USERNAME: (5, STRING, 0, VALUE), 
*USERS: (2, STRING, O, VALUE), FIRSTNAME: (3, STRING, O, 
VALUE), LASTNAME: (4, STRING, O, VALUE), ENTITYKEY: (1, 
STRING, O, VALUE), ISACTIVE: (0, BOOL, 1, VALUE)} 

, TWEETS: TYPEOFTYPES: TOKENENTITY, FUNCTIONS: 
{ENTITYCREATION: putWGTNetwork} 
, UNIQUEATTIBUTES: TWEETID), TOKENENTITIESRELATIONSHIPS: 
|TWITTERUSER), ATTRIBUTES: {Title: (4, STRING, 0, 
VALUE), RawTweet: (5, STRING, O, VALUE), DATETIME: (3, 
STRING, O, VALUE), CLEANEDTWEET: (6, STRING, O, VALUE), 
ENTITYKEY: (1, STRING, O, VALUE), TWEETID: (2, STRING, 
0, VALUE), ISACTIVE: (0, BOOL, 1, VALUE)} 

MODEL: TYPEOFTYPES: MODELS), FUNCTIONS: 
{ENTITYCREATION: putNetwork 
, UNIQUEATTIBUTES: MODELNAME, TOKENENTITIESRELATIONSHIPS: 
*USER, MERCHANT, PAYMENTCARD, ATTRIBUTES: XML: (2, 
STRING, O, VALUE), MODELNAME: (3, STRING, O, VALUE), 
DESCRIPTION:(4, STRING, O, VALUE), ENTITYKEY: (1, 
STRING, O, VALUE), TYPEOF : (5, STRING, O, VALUE), 
ISACTIVE: (0, BOOL, 1, VALUE)} 

MCCSEG: TYPEOFTYPES: MCCSEG), FUNCTIONS: 
{ENTITYCREATION: putWGTNetwork} 
, UNIQUEATTIBUTES: MCCSEGID), TOKENENTITIESRELATIONSHIPS: 

, ATTRIBUTES: MCCSEGID: (2, STRING, 0, VALUE), 
MCCSEGNAME: (3, STRING, O, VALUE), ISACTIVE: (0, BOOL, 
1, VALUE), ENTITY KEY: (1, STRING, 0, VALUE)} 

TOKENENTITY: TYPEOFTYPES: TOKENENTITY, FUNCTIONS: 
{ENTITYCREATION: putWGTNetwork} 
, UNIQUEATTIBUTES: TOKENENTITYKEY), 
TOKENENTITIESRELATIONSHIPS: {} 

, ATTRIBUTES: STATUS:(4, STRING, 0, VALUE), 
ISSUEDDATE: (5, STRING, O, VALUE), DOUBLELINKED: (8, 
“BOOL, 1, VALUE), BASEUUID: (1, STRING, O, VALUE), 
WEIGHT: (6, STRING, O, VALUE), BASETYPE: (3, STRING, O, 
VALUE), "CATEGORY: (7, STRING, O, VALUE), ISACTIVE: (0, 
“BOOL, 1, VALUE), TOKENENTITY KEY: (2, STRING, O, VALUE)} 

0074 FIG. 3 shows a block diagram illustrating example 
EXDB component configurations in some embodiments of 
the EXDB. In some embodiments, the EXDB may aggregate 
data from a variety of sources to generate centralized personal 
information. The may also aggregate various types of data in 
order to generate the centralized personal information. For 
example, the EXDB may utilize search results aggregation 
component(s) 301 (e.g., such as described in FIGS. 4-5) to 
aggregate search results from across a wide range of com 
puter networked systems, e.g., the Internet. As another 
example, the EXDB may utilize transaction data aggregation 
component(s) 302 (e.g., such as described in FIGS. 6-9) to 
aggregate transaction data, e.g., from transaction processing 
procedure by a payment network. As another example, the 
EXDB may utilize service usage data aggregation component 
(s)303 (e.g., such as described in FIGS. 6-9) to aggregate data 
on user's usage of various services associated with the 
EXDB. As another example, the EXDB may utilize enroll 
ment data component(s) 304 (e.g., such as described in FIGS. 
12-13) to aggregate data on user's enrollment into various 

services associated with the EXDB. As another example, the 
EXDB may utilize email data component(s) 305a (e.g., such 
as described in FIG. 37) to aggregate data regarding the user's 
email correspondence history into various services associated 
with the EXDB. As another example, the EXDB may utilize 
Social data aggregation component(s) 305 (e.g., such as 
described in FIGS. 10-11) to aggregate data on user's usage of 
various social networking services accessible by the EXDB. 
In one embodiment, the aggregated data may be used to 
generate dictionary entries. Further detail regarding the gen 
eration of dictionary entries may be found throughout this 
specification, drawings, and claims and particularly with ref 
erence to FIG. 1 and FIG. 46. 

0075. In some embodiments, the EXDB may acquire the 
aggregated data, and normalize the data into formats that are 
Suitable for uniform storage, indexing, maintenance, and/or 
further processing via data record normalization component 
(s)306 (e.g., such as described in FIGS. 14A-B). The EXDB 
may extract data from the normalized data records, and rec 
ognize data fields, e.g., the EXDB may identify the attributes 
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of each field of data included in the normalized data records 
via data field recognition component(s) 307 (e.g., Such as 
described in FIG. 15). For example, the EXDB may identify 
names, user ID(S), addresses, network addresses, comments 
and/or specific words within the comments, images, blog 
posts, video, content within the video, and/or the like from the 
aggregated data. In some embodiments, for each field of data, 
the EXDB may classify entity types associated with the field 
of data, as well as entity identifiers associated with the field of 
data, e.g., via component(s) 308 (e.g., such as described in 
FIG. 16). For example, the EXDB may identify an Internet 
Protocol (IP) address data field to be associated with a userID 
john.dpublic (consumer entity type), a user John Q. Public 
(consumer entity type), a household (the Public house 
hold—a multi-consumer entity type/household entity type), a 
merchant entity type with identifier Acme Merchant Store, 
Inc. from which purchases are made from the IP address, an 
Issuer Bank type with identifier First National Bank associ 
ated with the purchases made from the IP address, and/or the 
like. In some embodiments, the EXDB may utilize the entity 
types and entity identifiers to correlate entities across each 
other, e.g., via cross-entity correlation component(s) 309 
(e.g., such as described in FIG. 17). For example, the EXDB 
may identify, from the aggregated data, that a household 
entity with identifier H123 may include a user entity with 
identifier John Q. Public and social identifier john.d. 
public(a facebook.com, a second user entity with identifier 
Jane P. Doe with social identifier.jpdoe(a)twitter.com, a com 
puter entity with identifier IP address 192.168.4.5, a card 
account entity with identifier **** 1234, a bank issuer entity 
with identifier AB23145, a merchant entity with identifier 
Acme Stores, Inc. where the household sub-entities make 
purchases, and/or the like. In some embodiments, the EXDB 
may utilize the entity identifiers, data associated with each 
entity and/or correlated entities to identify associations to 
other entities, e.g., via entity attribute association component 
(s) 310 (e.g., such as described in FIG. 18). For example, the 
EXDB may identify specific purchases made via purchase 
transactions by members of the household, and thereby iden 
tify attributes of members of the household on the basis of the 
purchases in the purchase transactions made by members of 
the household. Based on Such correlations and associations, 
the EXDB may update a profile for each entity identified from 
the aggregated data, as well as a social graph interrelating the 
entities identified in the aggregated data, e.g., via entity pro 
file-graph updating component(s)311 (e.g., such as described 
in FIGS. 19, 40, 41A-E and 42A-C). In some embodiments, 
the updating of profile and/or Social graphs for an entity may 
trigger a search for additional data that may be relevant to the 
newly identified correlations and associations for each entity, 
e.g., via search term generation component(s)313-314 (e.g., 
such as described in FIG. 20). For example, the updating of a 
profile and/or social graph may trigger searches across the 
Internet, Social networking websites, transaction data from 
payment networks, services enrolled into and/or utilized by 
the entities, and/or the like. In some embodiments, such 
updating of entity profiles and/or social graphs may be per 
formed continuously, periodically, on-demand, and/or the 
like. 

0076 FIG. 4 shows a data flow diagram illustrating an 
example search result aggregation procedure in some 
embodiments of the EXDB. In some implementations, the 
pay network server may obtain a trigger to perform a search. 
For example, the pay network server may periodically per 
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form a search update of its aggregated search database, e.g., 
410, with new information available from a variety of 
Sources, such as the Internet. As another example, a request 
for on-demand search update may be obtained as a result of a 
user wishing to enroll in a service, for which the pay network 
server may facilitate data entry by providing an automated 
web form filling system using information about the user 
obtained from the search update. In some implementations, 
the pay network server may parse the trigger to extract key 
words using which to performan aggregated search. The pay 
network server may generate a query for application pro 
gramming interface (API) templates for various search 
engines (e.g., Google.M., Bing R, Ask Jeeves, market data 
search engines, etc.) from which to collect data for aggrega 
tion. The pay network server may query, e.g., 412, a pay 
network database, e.g., 407, for search API templates for the 
search engines. For example, the pay network server may 
utilize PHP/SQL commands similar to the examples provided 
above. The database may provide, e.g., 413, a list of API 
templates in response. Based on the list of API templates, the 
pay network server may generate search requests, e.g., 414. 
The pay network server may issue the generated search 
requests, e.g., 415a-c, to the search engine servers, e.g., 401 a 
c. For example, the pay network server may issue PHP com 
mands to request the search engine for search results. An 
example listing of commands to issue search requests 415a-c, 
substantially in the form of PHP commands, is provided 
below: 

<PHP 

// API URL with access key 
Surl = 

"https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax services search?webv=1.0&" 
."q=' Skeywords 

“&key=1234567890987654&userip=datagraph.cpip.com"); 
// Send Search Request 
Sch. = curl init(); 
curl setopt(Sch, CURLOPT URL, Surl); 
curl setopt(Sch, CURLOPT RETURNTRANSFER, 1); 
curl setopt(Sch, CURLOPT REFERER, “datagraph.cpip.com'); 
Sbody = curl exec(Sch); 
curl close(Sch); 
// Obtain, parse search results 
Sison = json decode(Sbody); 
> 

0077. In some embodiments, the search engine servers 
may query, e.g., 417a-c, their search databases, e.g., 402a-c, 
for search results falling within the scope of the search key 
words. In response to the search queries, the search databases 
may provide search results, e.g., 418a-c, to the search engine 
servers. The search engine servers may return the search 
results obtained from the search databases, e.g., 419a-c, to the 
pay network server making the search requests. An example 
listing of search results 419 a-c, substantially in the form of 
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)-formatted data, is pro 
vided below: 
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{“response)ata: { 
“results: 

“GsearchResultClass'': “GwebSearch', 
“unescaped Url: "http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John Q Public', 
“url: "http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John Q Public', 
“visibleUrl: “en.wikipedia.org, 
“cachel Jrl': 

"http://www.google.com/search?q\u003dcache:TwrPfhd22hYJ:en.wikipe 
dia.org, 

“title: “\u003cb\u003eJohn Q. Public\u003c/b\u003e 
Wikipedia, the freeencyclopedia, 

"titleNoFormatting: “John Q. Public - Wikipedia, the free 
encyclopedia, 

“content: “\1\ In 2006, he served as Chief Technology 
Officer. 

“GsearchResultClass'': “GwebSearch', 
“unescaped Url: "http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0385296/. 
“url: “http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0385296/, 
“visibleUrl”: "www.imdb.com', 
“cachel Jrl': 

"http://www.google.com/search?q\u003dcache: 1 i34KkonsooJ:www.imdb. 
com', 

“titleNoFormatting: “John Q. Public, 
“content: “Self: Zoolander. Socialite \u003cb\u003e.John Q. 

Public\u003c,b\u003e. 

“cursor": { 
pages': 

{“start: “0”, “label: 1 }, 
{“start: “4”, “label: 2), 
{“start: “8”, “label:3}, 
{“start: “12,"label:4} 

l, 
“estimated ResultCount: “59600000, 
“currentPageIndex: 0, 
moreResultsUrl': 

"http://www.google.com/search?oe\u003dutf3\u0026ie\u003dutf3. 

, “response)etails: null, “responseStatus’: 200 

0078. In some embodiments, the pay network server may 
Store the aggregated Search results, e.g., 420, in an aggregated 
search database, e.g., 410a. 
007.9 FIG. 5 shows a logic flow diagram illustrating 
example aspects of aggregating search results in some 
embodiments of the EXDB, e.g., a Search Results Aggrega 
tion (“SRA) component 500. In some implementations, the 
pay network server may obtain a trigger to perform a search, 
e.g., 501. For example, the pay network server may periodi 
cally perform a search update of its aggregated search data 
base with new information available from a variety of 
Sources, such as the Internet. As another example, a request 
for on-demand search update may be obtained as a result of a 
user wishing to enroll in a service, for which the pay network 
server may facilitate data entry by providing an automated 
web form filling system using information about the user 
obtained from the search update. In some implementations, 
the pay network server may parse the trigger, e.g., 502, to 
extract keywords using which to perform an aggregated 
search. The pay network server may determine the search 
engines to search, e.g., 503, using the extracted keywords. 
Then, the pay network server may generate a query for appli 
cation programming interface (API) templates for the various 
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search engines (e.g., Google.M., Bing R, Ask Jeeves, market 
data search engines, etc.) from which to collect data for aggre 
gation, e.g., 504. The pay network server may query, e.g.,505. 
a pay network database for search API templates for the 
search engines. For example, the pay network server may 
utilize PHP/SQL commands similar to the examples provided 
above. The database may provide, e.g., 505, a list of API 
templates in response. Based on the list of API templates, the 
pay network server may generate search requests, e.g., 506. 
The pay network server may issue the generated search 
requests to the search engine servers. The search engine serv 
ers may parse the obtained search results(s), e.g., 507, and 
query, e.g., 508, their search databases for search results 
falling within the scope of the search keywords. In response to 
the search queries, the search databases may provide search 
results, e.g., 509, to the search engine servers. The search 
engine servers may return the search results obtained from the 
search databases, e.g., 510, to the pay network server making 
the search requests. The pay network server may generate, 
e.g., 511, and store the aggregated search results, e.g., 512, in 
an aggregated search database. 
0080 FIGS. 6A-D show data flow diagrams illustrating an 
example card-based transaction execution procedure in some 
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embodiments of the EXDB. In some implementations, a user, 
e.g., 601, may desire to purchase a product, service, offering, 
and/or the like (“product’), from a merchant. The user may 
communicate with a merchant server, e.g., 603, via a client 
Such as, but not limited to: a personal computer, mobile 
device, television, point-of-sale terminal, kiosk, ATM, and/or 
the like (e.g., 602). For example, the user may provide user 
input, e.g., purchase input 611, into the client indicating the 
user's desire to purchase the product. In various implemen 
tations, the user input may include, but not be limited to: 
keyboard entry, card swipe, activating a RFID/NFC enabled 
hardware device (e.g., electronic card having multiple 
accounts, Smartphone, tablet, etc.), mouse clicks, depressing 
buttons on a joystick/game console, Voice commands, single? 
multi-touch gestures on a touch-sensitive interface, touching 
user interface elements on a touch-sensitive display, and/or 
the like. For example, the user may direct a browser applica 
tion executing on the client device to a website of the mer 
chant, and may select a product from the website via clicking 
on a hyperlink presented to the user via the website. As 
another example, the client may obtain track 1 data from the 
user's card (e.g., credit card, debit card, prepaid card, charge 
card, etc.). Such as the example track 1 data provided below: 
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-continued 

dummies.</product title> 
<ISBN>938-2-14-16871O-O-FISBN> 
<edition-2nd ed.<edition> 
<cover-hardbound.< covers 
<sellers-bestbuybooks.<sellers 

<product params> 
<quantity >1st quantity 

</products 
</purchase details.> 
<account params> 

<account name>John Q. Publics account name> 
<account type-credits, account type 
<account num-123456789012345<account num 
<billing address-123 Green St., Norman, OK 

98765</billing address.> 
<phone->123-456-7809</phone-> 
<sign>iqpf's sign> 
<confirm types email-confirm types 

<contact info.john.dpublic(agmail.coms contact info 
</account params> 
<shipping info 

<shipping adress>same as billings shipping address.> 
<ship types expedited-ship types 
<ship carriers-FedEx<ship carriers 
<ship accounts-123-45-678<ship accounts 

%B12345 6789012345 PUBLIC.J.Q. 99011200000000000000*901 * * * * * * * 
(wherein 123456789012345 is the card number of J.Q. Public 
and has a CVV number of 901. 990112 is a service code, and *** 
represents decimal digits which change randomly each time the 
card is used.) 

0081. In some implementations, the client may generate a 
purchase order message, e.g., 612, and provide, e.g., 613, the 
generated purchase order message to the merchant server. For 
example, a browser application executing on the client may 
provide, on behalf of the user, a (Secure) Hypertext Transfer 
Protocol (“HTTP(S)') GET message including the product 
order details for the merchant server in the form of data 
formatted according to the eXtensible Markup Language 
(XML). Below is an example HTTP(S) GET message 
including an XML-formatted purchase order message for the 
merchant server: 

GET purchase.php HTTP/1.1 
Host: www.merchant.com 
Content-Type: Application XML 
Content-Length: 1306 
<2XML version = 1.0 encoding = “UTF-82> 
spurchase orders 

<order ID-4NFU4RG94<forder IDs 
<timestamps-2011-02-22 15:22:43</timestamp> 
<user IDjohn.dpublic(agmail.com/user IDs 
<client details.> 

<client IP-192.168.23.126</client IP 
<client types-Smartphones client types 
<client model-HTC Hero-Sf client model 
<OS>Android 2.23OS> 
<app installed flag-trues app installed flag 

<client details 
spurchase details.> 

<num products->1</num products-> 
<products 

<product type-book product types 
<product params> 

<product title>XML for 

-continued 

<tracking flag-truestracking flag 
<sign flag-falses sign flag 

</shipping info 
</purchase orders 

I0082 In some implementations, the merchant server may 
obtain the purchase order message from the client, and may 
parse the purchase order message to extract details of the 
purchase order from the user. The merchant server may gen 
erate a card query request, e.g., 614 to determine whether the 
transaction can be processed. For example, the merchant 
server may attempt to determine whether the user has suffi 
cient funds to pay for the purchase in a card account provided 
with the purchase order. The merchant server may provide the 
generated card query request, e.g., 615, to an acquirer server, 
e.g., 604. For example, the acquirer server may be a server of 
an acquirer financial institution (“acquirer) maintaining an 
account of the merchant. For example, the proceeds of trans 
actions processed by the merchant may be deposited into an 
account maintained by the acquirer. In some implementa 
tions, the card query request may include details such as, but 
not limited to: the costs to the user involved in the transaction, 
card account details of the user, user billing and/or shipping 
information, and/or the like. For example, the merchant 
server may provide a HTTP(S) POST message including an 
XML-formatted card query request similar to the example 
listing provided below: 
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POST ?cardguery.php HTTP/1.1 
Host: www.acquirer.com 
Content-Type: Application XML 
Content-Length: 624 
<2XML version = 1.0 encoding = “UTF-82> 
<card query request> 

<query ID>VNEI39FK</query ID> 
<timestamp>2011-02-22 15:22:44</timestamp> 
spurchase Summary> 

<num products->1</num products-> 
<products 

<product summary>Book - XML for 
dummies</product Summary> 

<product quantity >1s/product quantity? 
</products 

</purchase Summary> 
<transaction cost-S34.78<?transaction cost 
<account params> 

<account name>John Q. Publics account name> 
<account type-credits account type 
<account num-123456789012345<account num 
<billing address-123 Green St., Norman, OK 

98765</billing address.> 
<phone->123-456-7809</phone-> 
<sign>iqpf's sign> 

</account params> 
<merchant params> 

<merchant id-3FBCR4INC< merchant id 
<merchant name>Books & Things, Inc.</merchant name> 

<merchant auth key>1NNF484MCP59CHB27365</merchant auth ke 
y> 

</merchant params> 
</card query request> 

0083. In some implementations, the acquirer server may 
generate a card authorization request, e.g., 616, using the 
obtained card query request, and provide the card authoriza 
tion request, e.g., 617, to a pay network server, e.g., 605. For 
example, the acquirer server may redirect the HTTP(S) POST 
message in the example above from the merchant server to the 
pay network server. 
0084. In some implementations, the pay network server 
may determine whether the user has enrolled in value-added 
user services. For example, the pay network server may query 
618 a database, e.g., pay network database 407, for user 
service enrollment data. For example, the server may utilize 
PHP/SQL commands similar to the example provided above 
to query the pay network database. In some implementations, 
the database may provide the user service enrollment data, 
e.g., 619. The user enrollment data may include a flag indi 
cating whether the user is enrolled or not, as well as instruc 
tions, data, login URL, login API call template and/or the like 
for facilitating access of the user-enrolled services. For 
example, in some implementations, the pay network server 
may redirect the client to a value-add server (e.g., Such as a 
social network server where the value-add service is related to 
social networking) by providing a HTTP(S) REDIRECT300 
message, similar to the example below: 

HTTP/1.1 300 Multiple Choices 
Location: 
https://www.facebook.com/dialog, oauth'?client id=Snpa app ID&redir 
ect uri=www.paynetwork.com/purchase.php 
<html> 

<head><title>300 Multiple Choices</title></head> 
<body><h1 >Multiple Choices</h1></body> 

</html> 
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I0085. In some implementations, the pay network server 
may provide payment information extracted from the card 
authorization request to the value-add server as part of a value 
add service request, e.g., 620. For example, the pay network 
server may provide a HTTP(S) POST message to the value 
add server, similar to the example below: 

POST valueservices.php HTTP/1.1 
Host: www.valueadd.com 
Content-Type: Application XML 
Content-Length: 1306 
<2XML version = 1.0 encoding = “UTF-82> 
<service request> 

<request ID>4NFU4RG94</order ID> 
<timestamp>2011-02-22 15:22:43-timestamp> 
<user IDjohn.c-public(agmail.coms/user IDs 
<client details.> 

<client IP-192.168.23.126</client IP 
<client types-Smartphones client types 
<client model-HTC Hero-Sf client model 
<OS>Android 2.23OS> 
<app installed flag-trues app installed flag 

<client details.> 
<account params> 

<account name>John Q. Publics account name> 
<account type-credits, account type 
<account num-123456789012345<account num 
<billing address-123 Green St., Norman, OK 

98765</billing address.> 
<phone->123-456-7809</phone-> 
<sign>iqpf's sign> 
<confirm types email-confirm types 

<contact info.john.dpublic(agmail.coms contact info 
</account params> 
<!--optional--> 
<merchant 
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-continued 

<merchant id-CQN3Y42N</merchant id 
<merchant name>Acme Tech, Inc.</merchant name> 
<user name>john.dpublics user name> 
<cardlist 

www.acme.com/userjohn.dpublicicclist.xmls-cardlist 
<user account preference-13 2476 

5<user account preferences 
< merchant 

</service request> 

I0086. In some implementations, the value-add server may 
provide a service input request, e.g., 621, to the client. For 
example, the value-add server may provide a HTML input/ 
login form to the client. The client may display, e.g., 622, the 
login form for the user. In some implementations, the user 
may provide login input into the client, e.g., 623, and the 
client may generate a service input response, e.g., 624, for the 
value-add server. In some implementations, the value-add 
server may provide value-add services according to user 
value-add service enrollment data, user profile, etc., Stored on 
the value-add server, and based on the user service input. 
Based on the provision of value-add services, the value-add 
server may generate a value-add service response, e.g., 626, 
and provide the response to the pay network server. For 
example, the value-add server may provide a HTTP(S) POST 
message similar to the example below: 

POST serviceresponse.php HTTP/1.1 
Host: www.paynet.com 
Content-Type: Application XML 
Content-Length: 1306 
<2XML version = 1.0 encoding = “UTF-82> 
<service responses 

<request ID>4NFU4RG94</order ID> 
<timestamps-2011-02-22 15:22:43</timestamp> 
<resulti-serviced- resulti 
<Servcode>943528976302-45569-003829-04-3.servcode> 

</service responses 

0087. In some implementations, upon receiving the value 
add service response from the value-add server, the pay net 
work server may extract the enrollment service data from the 
response for addition to a transaction data record. In some 
implementations, the pay network server may forward the 
card authorization request to an appropriate pay network 
server, e.g., 628, which may parse the card authorization 
request to extract details of the request. Using the extracted 
fields and field values, the pay network server may generate a 
query, e.g., 629, for an issuer server corresponding to the 
user's card account. For example, the user's card account, the 
details of which the user may have provided via the client 
generated purchase order message, may be linked to an issuer 
financial institution (issuer'). Such as a banking institution, 
which issued the card account for the user. An issuer server, 
e.g., 608a-in, of the issuer may maintain details of the user's 
card account. In some implementations, a database, e.g., pay 
network database 607, may store details of the issuer servers 
and card account numbers associated with the issuer servers. 
For example, the database may be a relational database 
responsive to Structured Query Language (SQL) com 
mands. The pay network server may execute a hypertext 
preprocessor (“PHP) script including SQL commands to 
query the database for details of the issuer server. An example 
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PHP/SQL command listing, illustrating substantive aspects 
of querying the database, is provided below: 

header("Content-Type: text plain"); 
mysql connect(254.93.179.112.SDBserver.Spassword); // access 
database server 
mysql select db(ISSUERS.SQL); //select database table to 
search 
i? create query for issuer server data 
Squery = "SELECT issuer name issuer address issuer id ip address 
mac address auth key port num security settings list FROM 
IssuerTable WHERE account num LIKE '%' Saccountinum: 
Sresult = mysql query(Squery); perform the search query 
mysql close(ISSUERS.SQL); // close database access 

0088. In response to obtaining the issuer server query, e.g., 
629, the pay network database may provide, e.g., 630, the 
requested issuer server data to the pay network server. In 
Some implementations, the pay network server may utilize 
the issuer server data to generate a forwarding card authori 
Zation request, e.g., 631, to redirect the card authorization 
request from the acquirer server to the issuer server. The pay 
network server may provide the card authorization request, 
e.g., 632, to the issuer server. In some implementations, the 
issuer server, e.g., 608, may parse the card authorization 
request, and based on the request details may query 633 a 
database, e.g., user profile database 609, for data of the user's 
card account. For example, the issuer server may issue PHP/ 
SQL commands similar to the example provided below: 

header("Content-Type: text plain"); 
mysql connect(254.93.179.112.SDBserver.Spassword); // access 
database server 
mysql select db(“USERS.SQL); if select database table to search 
i? create query for user data 
Squery = "SELECT user id user name user balance account type 
FROM UserTable WHERE account num LIKE '%' Saccountinum': 
Sresult = mysql query(Squery); perform the search query 
mysql close(“USERS.SQL); // close database access 

I0089. In some implementations, on obtaining the user 
data, e.g., 634, the issuer server may determine whether the 
user can pay for the transaction using funds available in the 
account, e.g., 635. For example, the issuer server may deter 
mine whether the user has a Sufficient balance remaining in 
the account, Sufficient credit associated with the account, 
and/or the like. If the issuer server determines that the user can 
pay for the transaction using the funds available in the 
account, the server may provide an authorization message, 
e.g., 636, to the pay network server. For example, the server 
may provide a HTTP(S) POST message similar to the 
examples above. 
0090. In some implementations, the pay network server 
may obtain the authorization message, and parse the message 
to extract authorization details. Upon determining that the 
user possesses Sufficient funds for the transaction, the pay 
network server may generate a transaction data record from 
the card authorization request it received, and store, e.g., 639, 
the details of the transaction and authorization relating to the 
transaction in a database, e.g., pay network database 607. For 


























































































































